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20 May 2020 

Why iHub? 

In the ever evolving landscape of education, especially in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic, we must 
reflect on our organization, its activities, purposes, and outcomes to ensure we are truly serving 
education as intended and in the best way possible. Many organizations offer funding and 
organizational support to educators within our province, but iHub has created an agile space for 
teachers to explore how they can move education into the 21st Century from their own classroom and 
get the personalized support to do so.  

Metrics 

For a second consecutive year the iHub performance metrics agreed to with ACOA, EECD, and PETL in 
July of 2018 have again been surpassed in every area – additional areas have also been added to this 
report to capture the full scope of iHub’s work. The tremendous success of iHub Learning Inc. has been 
the result of many and diverse collaborative efforts with teachers and site-based staff, district staff, 
funders (PETL, ACOA, EECD) funding contributors (ASDs North, West, and East; McCain’s; NBCC; and 
OHS), partners (ASDs N,E,S,W; Planet Hatch; Knowledge Park; R-PEACE; Mt. Allison University; and, Iron 
House Productions) and the Anglophone Sector Department of Education. 

iHub has made a substantial impact on the Anglophone system of education in the province of New 
Brunswick as a supporter of educational transformation. We continue to analyze and share best-
practices with educators, assist in the development of relevant learning pathways for all students, 
coordinate education opportunities with business, industry, community, and higher education, and 
develop and coordinate enriched learning experiences for students in their schools and communities. 

Notably, since its inception iHub has been able to support and coordinate: 

• 437 projects involving over 17500 students
• 429 linkage and partnership relationships between schools and business, industry, community,

and higher education
• Over 7000 student connections with community members

Activities

Providing students with experiential, personalized and community integrated education that supports 
the engagement and wellbeing of students is at the forefront of iHub’s activities. The overall purpose of 
our programming is to support New Brunswick youth in developing the skills, competencies, and positive 
outlook necessary for them, this province, and the world to benefit in the future. We believe this goal 
aligns with that of the province and its community members.  
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The unique iHub activities that continue to support this mission are: 

1. Provide teachers with grants to implement projects uniquely designed based on their interests
and the interest/needs of their students. These grants are specifically designed to support the
authentic interaction of students with business, industry, community members, and higher
learning institutions.

2. Provide teachers with professional development funding to visit exemplary educators to learn
best-practices first-hand based on their and their school’s key area(s) of interest.

3. Provide teachers with professional learning sessions on relevant topics such as Engagement and
Problem-based Learning to deeply engage and integrate the content into practice.

4. Support and coordinate the development, design, and creation of new educational structures
such as Innovative Personalized Learning Centres (IPLC) and the Home Knowledge Skills Project.
Support is offered in the form of professional coaching and monetary funding (alongside other
material resources acquired by the site’s facilitator and stakeholders). Coordination is provided
through meetings and further development of the network/brand (including costs associated
with time and travel to meet and marketing).

5. Gather and publicly share research related to all grants and relevant topics (most recently,
discussions on remote learning, including a public survey for parents).

Unique Strengths

iHub provides a way for teachers to help students engage in active learning, develop Global 
Competencies, and see and experience potential future opportunities within their community and home 
province. iHub is able to do this effectively because it: 

(i) Provides support where it will be most impactful (i.e. directly to teachers who are eager to
take action toward this goal) - Though the ultimate goal is to have all of education emulate
the innovative practices iHub supports, it is necessary to nurture the creativity and
enthusiasm that is currently blooming to develop champions of these practices. Therefore,
all iHub grants are provided only to teachers who choose to participate. In supporting
leaders of innovative education, these concepts and practices can be organically shared,
cultivated and supported.

(ii) Does not discriminate based on location or project theme - There is no one-size-fits-all
project for teachers to implement. Teachers create a project of their own, based on their
interests and that of their students, and take ownership of the planning and implamentation
of the project - with the support and encouragement of iHub. Funding is provided on a first-
come, first-serve basis and funding budgets are assessed and reorganized each year based
on uptake and interest.
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(iii) Is agile - As research and feedback is gathered, iHub can quickly make adjustments to
activities. Feedback can come from educators, students, funders, parents, government,
post-secondary institutions, business etc. and is always considered from the perspective of
the best interest of the students. This agility can include reorganizing or channeling funding
for new and/or external projects or creating new avenues of support for projects relevant to
emerging LMI. With the potential of schools remaining closed for the foreseeable future,
iHub has quickly reviewed several options and is prepared to continue to support students
and teachers in any environment.

One additional note: iHub is a “knowledge” organization. It supports the creation, development, and 
demonstration of knowledge. iHub is not a tech-funding organization. Though there is need for such 
support, iHub only contributes funding for acquisition of technology when it is directly related to an 
active learning project with specific and measurable activities and outcomes designed to provide 
experiential, personalized, and/or community integrated learning opportunities.  

Business and Community Integrated Learning Opportunities 

All iHub programs support the integration of business and community into student learning activities 
and projects. Programs specifically designed to achieve this outcome include: 

• PowerPlay Young Entrepreneurs – Middle school students connect with local businesses for
mentorship and support throughout their business planning and prototyping project.

• Innovative Personalized Learning Centres (IPLCs) – High school students participate in
experiential learning activities with frequent visits from local business and industry members as
guest speakers, mentors, business partners, and skills training experts.

• Linkages and Partnerships grant – Designed in collaboration with the EECD to support class
visits to local businesses where both the students and the businesses were prepared with a
Global Competencies primer to create a common language and focus for the visit. This grant
program relied heavily on the Experiential Learning Coordinators, who were not appointed until
recently, so only a handful of grants were distributed. Feedback from educators and businesses
were positive, however, indicating that primer was helpful, and a series of visits over a semester
would be valuable in the future (feedback which iHub will use to better redesign the program
for next school year!).

• Project Engage! – iHub was poised to offer support to Marshview Middle School’s project this
spring. This community integrated program allows students t to pursue a six-week program (one
afternoon per week) where they engaged in a project led by Mount Alison University students at
a local business. With huge success in its first year and support from local buisnesses, this
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project was still in need of funding for transportation and materials. iHub was to provide funding 
through several grants as well as assist in generating more local support through the fundraising 
app “Trellis.” The following businesses are partnered with this project: 

 Bird Studies Canada
 Bagtown Babblers Public

Speaking Association
 Napule Restaurant
 New Brunswick

Environmental Network
 Nature’s Route Farm
 Yoglowa Inc.
 RCMP Sackville Career

Development Program
 Ketch-Up With That Inc.
 Live Bait Theatre Company
 Robert Lyon Graphics Inc.
 Owens Art Gallery
 Drew Nursing Home and

Independent Living
 New Brunswick Association

of Occupational Therapists
 Soper Physiotherapy Ltd.

 Sackville Tribune
Post/Saltwire Media

 Belliveau Orchards
 Ambulance New Brunswick
 Fundy Force Inc.
 Natural Forces Canada Wind

Energy Ltd.
 Town of Sackville
 ECO 360 – S-E Regional

Service Commission
 EOS Eco-Energy
 Anderson’s Green House
 Blayne Smith Construction

Ltd.
 Fort Folly First Nation
 Mount Allison University
 Home Hardware Sackville

Inc.
 Cranewood on Main

For community integration in schools to be sustainable, iHub believes it is imperative that 
schools and teachers take the lead in navigating their communities and developing genuine and 
practical connections. iHub presently serves as a catalyst, offering support both financially and 
organizationally (program design, mentorship, coordination, networking etc.) in the 
development of valuable, lasting relationships between education and business/industry. iHub 
does not pair businesses with schools. Instead, schools and businesses forge authentic 
relationships based on the freedom iHub provides teachers through grants and professional 
support.  LMI, student needs and community interests are unique to each community, and it is 
the schools and businesses’ prerogative to develop mutually beneficial relationships 
accordingly.  

For more examples of 2019-2020 community integrated projects, below is a list of grant 
projects involving local organizations. Projects highlighted in yellow demonstrate particularly 
strong design and business/community integration throughout.  
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Project Partner School District Project Description (from teacher application)

A Magical Christmas in 
the Shark Pod Crackle and Teal Miramichi Rural 

School ASD-N

A small selected group of middle school students will travel to the local business Crackle and Teal to participate in a sign making workshop. The workshop, 
conducted by the owner, Shannon Druet, will provide students with a hands-on experience of making Christmas signs by learning how to paint, stain and stencil 

signs. The goal will then be for this small group of students to teach this new skill to their class peers. The whole group will then use this knowledge to create 
Christmas signs in our Shark Pod and sell the merchandise at our Christmas market which will be open to the public.

Adopt a grandparent 
reading group Pavillon Beaulieu John Caldwell School ASD-W Students will read with seniors weekly altering between a few classes. The goals are to reduce isolation of seniors and provide students with a deeper 

understanding of the elderly. Also to promote reading skills among the children.

Berine's Body Blast 
Cross Fit Training Bernie's Body Blast St. Stephen High 

School ASD-S Travel to Bernie's Body Blast fitness facility for three training / workout days. See and experience different cross fit training techniques and modern equipment.

Bridging Generations Southern Comfort Villa Terry Fox Elementary ASD-N A group of high school students grade 9-12 (20 students) and a Grade 5 elementary school class will have monthly activities with the Southern Comfort Villa Senior 
Residence (level 2 care).

Bridging the ages Upper Nashwaak Agrena Stanley Consolidated 
School ASD-W We are a K to 12 school and would like to have more participation with Middle and high school students to bridge the gap with the patients at our local villa and 

with our K to 5 students.

Bridging the Gap Tobique Valley Senior's 
Complex

Tobique Valley High 
School ASD-W

I will be taking a group of high school students to the Seniors Complex in town to socialize with them and play games with them. The seniors love the social 
interactions and always looking for an opportunity for our students to go back. Students in the past have learned a great deal from the seniors and vice-versa. The 
students can be there just to socialize and build that relationship with the seniors, or they can help the seniors with small projects within their apartments or they 

can sit and relax and just socialize with them

Shannex Parkland

Farraline Home

Building a Sustainable 
School Voice Youth Gang Cambridge-Narrows 

Community School ASD-W

The project will consist of 3 parts, composting using worms, animal regeneration and food sustainability. 
Composting using worms is faster and more efficient way of composting compared to just regular composting. When you don’t use worms you can really only 

compost throughout the summer as the compostable stuff freezes until spring and then composts. So you can compost all year and its also faster as worms break 
down the food by eating it and regular compost uses the weather to break down the food so worms is much faster way of composting.

Animal regeneration is another big one. Currently we have 16306 species on the endangered species list. One that is really local to us is salmon, salmon are really 
good indicators to tell us if an environment is healthy or not. So to do our part for the salmon we are going to hatch salmon and then release them into the wild.

Each household spend close to $1500 in fruits and vegetables each and every year. This is something that is not hard to do and you can start your own 
hydroponics unit at home for less than $400.00 and this is a one time cost except for the seeds of course. For this part of the project we are going to try to run a 
whole school wide meal with only veggies that we have grown from our school hydroponics unit. Also through this this project, come spring time I will help jump 

start our community garden.

Changing the world- 
Step one NBCC Miramichi James M. Hill ASD-N

The students will prepare, invest and develop a business plan in order to address the growing concern of global issues. The project will inform, as well as raise 
funds to support local and global initiatives that target areas of climate change. This project uses all three categories as outlined in iHub’s grant mandate; 

Technology- the students will make products, Entrepreneurship- The students will build businesses, websites and sell these products and finally- Community 
partnerships- the students will work with local and global organizations to form patronships that support each other.

Chomper Champion Art Central New Brunswick 
Nursing Home Inc.

Upper Miramichi 
Elementary School ASD-W

Our kindergarten class along with our 3-5 Nursing Home Club will be joined my high school students from Central New Brunswick Academy will collaborate with the 
local nursing home to engage a multiage group in therapeutic art. During our weekly visits, we will gather in an elderly and student friendly space to experience the 
creative art making process. Activities will include multi media art expression, collage, paint, drawing, photography, and sculpting. We will use expertise within the 
community to aid in presenting these mediums. The project will take place over a 2-3 month period, culminating with an art show and reception where members of 
the elementary school, high school, nursing home and community will be invited to celebrate our success. This project will provide our young students, our young 

adults and our elderly community with the opportunity for positive intergenerational connections while developing products through a creative process.

Coded History Historic Chatham Business 
District

Dr. Losier Middle 
School ASD-N Through our Design Block, a project will be set up where students choose an element of our local history and build an integrated technology component to highlight 

their learning and digital capture their findings.

Bringing Music to Long-
Term Care Facilities in 

Fredericton

My goal is to bring my grade 6 students, and potentially grade 7 and 8 as well, to care facilities for the elderly, such as Farraline Home and Shannex Parkland, to 
sing Christmas music (in December) and vintage Valentine's Day love songs (February) to the residents. This connects to a number of curriculum outcomes for 

middle level music, including making music in a group and using music to connect with other people.
ASD-WGeorge Street Middle 

School
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Project Partner School District Project Description (from teacher application)

Community Involvement 
through Sound 

Engineering 
Barrytone Studios Blackville School ASD-N

We are fortunate enough to have a local, awarding winning recording artist, Jason Barry of Barrytone Studios, very close to our school. He has agreed to come into 
the school, as well as take kids to his studio, to train them on how to do sound engineering work. We have had a school podcast since last year which only 

continues to grow. We have been granted air time by our local radio station to broadcast student written content regarding things that are happening in our school 
and in the community. We also have a strong group of students who are very musically inclined who can benefit from this project as well. Our plan is to get more 
necessary equipment for our sound room. This includes a few better quality microphones as well as some storage and organization equipment. With this, it will 

make learning from Jason a lot more efficient and give the students a feel for what it is like to work in a legitimate studio.  

Compass Experiential 
Learning Group

Oromocto Special Care 
Home

Oromocto High 
School ASD-W

Our Compass students will meet with staff and residents at Oromocto Special Care Home and plan projects and activities that we will implement on Fridays. These 
activities will help students work on their Global Competences while building strong connections with Seniors in our community. Students attend this program at 

Oromocto High School from Monday-Thursday. We have been working on providing these students with personalized learning activities on Fridays, and we believe 
working with the Oromocto Special Care Home would benefit our students and the residents.

Connecting Chidren and 
Youth to Seniors

St. John & St. Stephen 
Nursing Home Saint Rose School ASD-S

Our plan is to work with Harbour View High School Leadership 120 students who are paired with a K-5 student. These pairing are determined through both groups 
of students completing an interest inventory. Victoria Moseley, Principal of Saint Rose School, will visit the Leadership 120 class three times; once to introduce the 

program, second to provide information and share the K-5 interest inventory from their "buddy", then a follow-up meeting to debrief about the experience. 
Leadership 120 students and their buddies will visit St. John & St. Stephen Nursing Home. This visit will culminate the bi-weekly visits of the seniors to classrooms 

at Saint Rose School which will have taken place from October until May. This visit will see our buddies sharing time with the seniors and leaving a legacy art 
project for them to display at their home. The goal is to extend the current connection of K-5 and grade 12 and our K-5 to seniors to connecting our seniors with 

high school students. Through this connection, we hope to build respect, empathy, and common understanding of the contribution of all people to a vibrant 
community.

Crafting, Conversation 
and Communication Loch Lomond Villa Compass Education 

Support Center ASD-S

Our project plan is to create an inter generational video comparing the life of our senior citizens as well as documenting the advice and wisdom the seniors have for 
our student's generation. 

This would be done in a series of sessions/activities. Each session will have an activity (first session will start with students teaching the seniors a craft activity) 
which will also lead to an informal, nonthreatening way of engaging discussion. At the start of the project, students will lead activities with the elderly and engage in 
intentional conversation starters. After a few sessions, as relationships develop, the elderly will teach the students some activities/games from their youth and the 

conversations will take a more informal, personalized approach. 
Our goal is to develop a meaningful partnership between our youth and elderly. We hope to enhance the global competencies in our students and teach our 

students empathy and good citizenship. This will allow our students to develop the skills to make positive changes as our future leaders and help them excel in any 
area their interests may someday lead them.

Nutshell Woodworks

Thermalwood of Canada

Drums through Time Mill Cove Nursing Home Cambridge-Narrows 
Community School ASD-W Students will be working with a First Nation Elder to learn drumming and traditional songs that will be shared with Mill Cover Nursing home residents. The goal is to 

bring awareness of the cultural significance of drums and music to all ages and all backgrounds.

Public Health

Atlantic SuperStore

Miramichi Food Bank

Local Markets

Students will work with a member of the community to create cutting boards using locally sourced hardwoods in partnership with Thermalwood of Canada. 
Students will learn how to use tools, plan out their board and craft their own cutting board.

Our goal is to have students become interested in using tools and developing life long skills, as well as develop partnerships with community members and local 
businesses. 

ASD-N
Superior Middle 

School 
Cutting Board Making

This project would have food insecure/at risk students meeting with a community Registered Dietician to learn about healthy food choices.  They would then tour 
the local grocery store paying special attention to" reduced to clear" and "prepare tonight" items.  As a final project, the students would menu plan with a local 

chef and use our cafeteria facilities to prepare a meal for a guest of their choice.

The goal of the project is to expose and encourage students to chose whole food, rather than prepared food.

ASD-N
King Street 
Elementary

Eat Better for Less

The plan for this project is to introduce students to food dehydration with herbs, fruits and vegetables.
Students will experiment with what foods will dehydrate well and can be used as tasty and nutritional snacks and mixes for soups.  They will learn about the 

beneficial properties of these dehydrated fruits, vegetables and herbs to create these healthy products. We hope to have a guest speaker for this. The students will 
package their mixes, market them and sell them at school, parent night, local markets and by order. Students will also approach local businesses to see if they 

would be interested in carrying their product for sale.
As Spring approaches students will begin to learn about growing plants and creating their own garden.  They will plant their own garden where they will have 

vegetables and herbs that they can use in the dehydrator to be included in their mixes.
Students will donated 10% of what they make to the Miramichi Food Bank as well as donate packages of their soup mix and snack mix. The rest of any money that 

they make after this donation and buying their supplies, will go into buying items for the school that are agreed upon by the students and the principal.

ASD-N
Napan Elementary 

School
Food Dehydration and 

Nutritional Eating
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Project Partner School District Project Description (from teacher application)

Fundy Middle and High 
School Community 

Garden
St. George Area Food Bank Fundy Middle and 

HIgh School ASD-S

Students to become more knowledgeable about different types of gardens.  They will build their own community garden, deciding what grows in our area, foods that 
will be beneficial for our students to eat and use in our cooking lab.   Visit a local greenhouse, flower and vegetable gardens in the community,  Students will work 

on several of these gardens. 
Students will be responsible for all aspects of designing, preparing the land, planting and maintaining.    They will learn basic skills that are beneficial for 

themselves and others.   Learn how to work in a vegetable garden, flower garden and with garden boxes.   The activities include, researching what to grow, 
planning gardens, learning about planting such as preparing the grounds and the steps involved in maintaining a garden.  They will also learn about working on 

flower gardens and weeding gardens. 
The goal: It is to bring them closer to nature and learning about the joy of working in soil.   Working on the gardens to give them more of a connection and 

appreciation to the community and the world of agriculture.

Girls Wellness Group Simply for Life Oromocto High 
School ASD-W

The goal of the Girls Wellness Group is to help girls lead healthy lives – physically, mentally and emotionally. We hope that these girls will take the information and 
experiences we provide and become leaders in healthy living within our school and address any gaps in the the needs of girls at the high school level. We plan to 
partner up with Health Promotions at the Base Gym and well as collaborating with their fitness experts. We hope that the girls will learn what opportunities are out 

there for them to help in leading healthier lives. 

Growing sustainability Upriver Country Market Bonar Law Memorial 
School ASD-N

Bonar Law students have already started exploring some possibilities for growing local, healthy, organic and sustainable fresh vegetables.  We have built a 
greenhouse, an aquaponics system and a vertical garden.  Based on that success we would like to expand the project to include more classes and produce more 

food.  Our current projects are more experimental and we would like to get to the point of producing enough food for salads that can be replenished regularly.
Students will engineer their own closed system vertical garden to produce sustainably grown food.  Growing in a closed system will prevent water waste and 

eutrophication of natural water sources, reduce carbon footprint and completely eliminate food miles. We are also exploring a collaboration with a school on Baffin 
Island in Arctic Bay to share what we have learned and continue to grow capacity for growing healthy foods indoors during all four seasons.

We are going to use technology to achieve our goals.  Students will be using technology like Arduinos and solar panels on the greenhouse.  They will also be using 
innovative ideas like testing different existing models of vertical gardens.  They will also be encouraged to modify and improve on those existing models.  Students 
will be encouraged to use research of both old and modern innovations.  For examples, students might explore something like the Ancient Egyptian chadouf which 

was effective for hauling water which could be adapted into a modern automated design.  Students will also be encouraged to make the carbon footprint of the 
project as low as possible by systematically choosing materials that are sustainable and take as little power as possible and, where necessary, to use green 

energy.

Infinty Fitness St. Stephen Inifinity Fitness St. Stephen High 
School ASD-S Over three days at Infinity Fitness, Students will be able to utilize the strength training equipment and further their individual strength training plans, participate in 

and experience 2 days of self defense and boxing and one day of stationary spin cycle class.

Informational Podcasts 
and Infographics Ferguson Audio Bathurst High School ASD-N

In my Grade 10 Social Studies classes, the students will self select what topics they want to dive into to explore and share their information with the world.  The 
students will have a choice in how they want to present what they have learned, either through podcasts or interactive infographics, using makey makeys.  They will 

also create mind maps to help curate the research into the most important details of history.

Instilling A Global 
Mindset Through Project 

Based Learning 

Frederiction Multicultural 
Association 

Summerhill Street 
Elementary School ASD-W Instilling A Global Mindset Through Project Based Learning 

Fundy Health Centre

St. George Senior Citizen 
Complex

John (community member) - 
Laser cutter expert

Irving Oil raffinery (to be 
confirmed)

Belliveau Orchard 
(innovative tree planting 

techniques)

Fundy Middle and 
High School

Intergenerational 
Initiative

For our Social Studies unit, we will learn about Nubia and how they destroyed their land because of consistant deforestation. Throughout this unit, we are going to 
look at how we can learn from past civilizations mistakes and find solutions to prevent it from happening again. A tower garden will be used to better understand 
the cycle of plants. From there students will brainstorms and research ways to turn sand into fertile land. Students also come-up ways to reuse, recycle, repurpose 

wood scraps that we will collect from local businesses to create products that will be sold at our fair. We will be planning field trips to local businesses to learn 
more about forestry and sustainable development. 

ASD-EBessborough School
La vie sur la Terre/Life on 

Land

The goal is to bridge the gap between our senior students and our senior citizens.  Students will prepare healthy meals or snacks that are appropriate for the 
seniors who will receive it, and when possible prepare a senior's own recipe or favourite recipe.  Delivering food, and sharing a lunch together will give students 
the opportunity to ask questions to our knowledgeable senior citizens, and allow them to learn about the things that are important to the aging population. This 

will also provide a moment for some meaningful interaction to build a relationship that helps develop empathy and respect among the teenagers involved.

ASD-S
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Project Partner School District Project Description (from teacher application)

Boudreau Nursing Home

Southern Comfort Nursing 
Home

Literary Journal Project Kayla Geitzler Poet Laureate 
City of Moncton, NB

Harrison Trimble High 
School ASD-E To create a literary journal of student writing, editing, layout and design - in coordination with professional publishers and writers.  

Making and Tinkering 
with Stem and Literacy Riverview Manor King St. Elementary ASD-N

Students from grade 4 will visit a senior's home. Making and Tinkering with Stem by Cate Heroman will be the primary resource used throughout the project. 
Students will begin each session with the seniors by reading a book aloud. After the read aloud, seniors will be invited to tinker, make and engineer with materials 

and tools provided by the students to inspire creativity, resiliency and problem solving amongst the seniors. Together, they will work as team to complete 
challenges. Example; Student will read "The Three Billy Goats Gruff". After the reading seniors will be invited to construct a new bridge for the three Billy Goats to 

avoid the nasty troll.

Metepenagiag first nation

Miramichi Naturalist club

Moncton Literary Journal Kayla Geitzler Harrison Trimble High 
School ASD-E To partner with a professional writer (Kayla Geitzler - Poet Laureate of Moncton) to create a literary journal of student writing. To distribute 150 copies of our journal 

to selected libraries, cafes, and our high school community.

Music Memory Manoir Brise de L'Oasis Bathurst High School ASD-N

Project Description 
This year, our Seniors’ Home Group is looking to enhance the “Music Memory Project” that we started at a local senior's home last year. 

The group gained its name from its initial goal: to bring music back into senior's lives. Research has proven that music can increase elderly peoples' cognitive 
abilities, bring back memories, and enhance their mood. Our group already does this in many ways, whether it be bringing music to the home and dancing, or 

having students play instruments and sing live for them. 
As noted previously, research has proven “music can renew lives lost to dementia”. A similar music memory project has been happening in the United States for 

several years. We encourage you to watch the following video to gain a better understanding of the impacts music can have on seniors with dementia: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=44&v=fyZQf0p73QM 

Besides the goal of reinvigorating our seniors through the use of music, another one of our goals is to increase student community involvement and empathy 
through interactions with the elders. These interactions will be invaluable in building empathy, care, and understanding in our youth. The life lessons that will be 

shared through their interactions with our seniors will surely empower them and increase compassion and connectedness to their community. 
Activities 

Students will meet 3-4 times per month for planning purposes and will visit the senior’s home(s) twice per month. 
We have already started visiting the senior's homes to start our research component and this project will be ongoing throughout the school year. Once we have the 
equipment, this project will be sustainable since, in subsequent years, students will simply be able to reformat the SD cards and accommodate the interests of our 

potential new group of seniors. 

Narrative through the 
lens of film making and 
the videography studio 

process in English 
Language Arts class. 

Iron House Productions Nelson Rural School ASD-N

In this project students will explore both the written word and its representation through film/video, as well as the artistic aspects of the film making and every 
working part that goes into it. Students will be encouraged to use both their written storytelling skills, as well as the various artistic and technical skills which go into 

filmmaking, including storyboarding, camera cinematography, building a story, and even selling a brand or product. The ultimate goal is for the students to 
participate in personal projects with an experienced film maker Aaron Furlong and his team from Ironhouse Productions, which can help not only mentor their story 

telling and audio podcast skills, but also ignite possible passions in the various and growing career options which video production offers. The students will be 
empowered to not only be mentored with specific skills and experience in this field, but also have their own talents and vision in writing narratives, persuasive 

pieces, informational documentary style narratives and many forms of the written narrative come through via film making. The end goal is for the artist’s lessons 
and new video equipment to result in a flow of students demonstrating their writing and representing outcomes with their talents and producing video project 

throughout the rest of the school year. The desire is that with experienced film studio guidance, the use of video equipment which creates higher quality video and 
sound, students will be able to choose ideas from throughout the writing and representing text forms to produce creative films, even podcasts, as well as purpose 

driven documentaries, informational, and promotional pieces.

For this project we will be visiting local seniors once every two weeks. While we have already started this process, our funds are limited and without more funding 
we may not be able to continue on for the rest of the year. The seniors look forward to these bi-weekly interactions with our students and they also learn a lot from 

the seniors. 
The goal of this project is to build empathy within our students. It also focuses on the New Brunswick global competencies of collaboration, communication, and 

empowers our students to become global citizens.

ASD-N
Superior Middle 

School
Learning from and with 

Seniors

Our middle school students will form a partnership with The Miramichi Naturalist club and Metepenagiag First nation. to build place and monitor nesting boxes 
and bird houses. 

1) we will build nesting boxes and bird house with design specifications that will target the needs of local birds.
2) Our students will travel with members of the naturalist club, and members of Metepenagiag First nation to scout out placement locations for our nesting boxes

and bird houses.
3)Our students will install the nesting boxes and Bird Houses and establish non intrusive observation locations ad make them so that members will be able to view 

the nesting at a safe position. 
4) the members of the project would create guide videos that could be accessed by the members of the groups and the general problem on the location of the 

nesting boxes the types of wildlife encountered and the guidelines to ensure the smallest impact on the natural environment. 

Millerton Nesting project Millerton School ASD-N
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Project Partner School District Project Description (from teacher application)

Natural Makerspace & 
Outdoor Classroom Brookville Manufacturing Co. Barnhill Memorial 

School ASD-S

Barnhill Memorial School is interested in building a Natural Makerspace Greenhouse and Outdoor Classroom, which would be accessible to all our students. We 
would like to create a sustainable greenhouse using recycled 2L soda bottles to house our seedlings to get an early start on our growing season. Collection of the 

2L bottles has already started. We will also incorporate the installation of rain barrels to be used as a sustainable water source for watering and supporting our 
crops growth. A compost bin will also be constructed to create healthy rich soil which will be readily available for the thriving crops. A collaborative approach we are 
also taking is using Brilliant Labs' Community for the Future Design Challenge in Atlantic Canada. This is an online challenge allowing students to design and come 
up with their own ideas of what a Natural Makerspace should be encouraging them to think like engineers. They can submit their designs online and be featured on 

the Brilliant Labs website and social media pages. As a school, we are wanting students to change the way they interact with technology and help them become 
creators rather than consumers.  We've already taken the initiative in planning a community garden - we have recruited volunteers to help build, have received 
donations of gravel from a local company named Brookville Manufacturing Co and have our Beautification group responsible for the leadership. Our homeroom 
classrooms have also begun the 2L bottle collection, with a goal for each to bring in at least 70 bottles. We have estimated that in order to construct our Natural 

Makerspace Greenhouse, we will require approximately 1600 bottles. 

Nelson Rural 
Aquaponics

Cole's Garden Patch (Local 
Farmers and Entrepreneurs) Nelson Rural School ASD-N

For the past two years Nelson Rural School has had a very successful community/school garden. Our garden club is very involved in educating students about best 
practices and also helping the students plant and raise their own crops.  

The only limitation with our garden is that the crops are harvested and consumed in September/October which leaves off with no fresh, school grown, vegetables 
during the winter months. We would like to mitigate this by having the students build and maintain an aquaponics system that will allow us to grow lettuce 

throughout the year.  
Next school year our cafeteria will be run by a local not for profit organization and this aquaponics system will help us to provide lettuce for a salad bar throughout 

the year. 

PERS Employment 
Opportunities Fair Town of Port Elgin Port Elgin Regional 

School ASD-E

Students in grades 6-8 will be organizing and hosting a career and school fair to benefit both themselves in the future, as well as the possibilities that exist for 
members of the communities. Partnerships and workshops will be created with community partners such as Social Development, Department of Health, Village of 
Port Elgin, and the Tantramar Family of Schools. Students will be contacting colleges and universities that offer programs of high interest, and also that focus on 

adult education (benefiting the adults in the community). Students will be analyzing statistics from Stat Can to come up with creative solutions to help 
unemployment and end poverty in our area. Students will be writing letters to companies, departments and other organizations that could help and offer programs 

that could benefit families, and the community. During this project students will learn how to organize a major event and be involved in the problem solving that 
occurs in the real world. The goals are to create a sense of purpose in students to be more involved in their education and to break out of the poverty cycle by 

knowing what is available for them in the future. Also the second is to empower students to help their families get help through programs they did not know existed.

Promoting a Love of 
Literacy Through 

Centers
Richibucto Public Library Eleanor W. Graham 

Middle School ASD-N

Language Arts through centers, at the middle school level, will emphasize personalized learning while at the same time foster community building. To meet the 
growing needs of our students teaching styles need to evolve.  Centers are an efficient means of doing this.  Centers allow students to hone their problem solving, 

critical thinking and cooperation skills while meeting curricular outcomes. The focus will be on reading, writing, speaking, and listening outcomes in a naturally 
comfortable manner to all students regardless of their first language or cultural background.

Puzzle Partners Mill Cove Nursing Home Cambridge-Narrows 
Community School ASD-W

Grade 1 students will visit the Mill Cove Nursing Home once per month for 30- 40 minutes to collaboratively put together large format jigsaw puzzles with the 
residents. This collaboration will foster empathy and understanding within the students and provide the residents with meaningful social interactions with the 

community's youth.

Daly point Nature Reserve

Chaleur Regional Service 
Commission

Bathurst Sustainable 
Development

For this inter-disciplinary project, my grade 3 students will visit a variety of local natural sites to discover how weather phenomenon affects our coastal areas and 
will research ways to reduce their carbon footprints.  There will be 2 visits to Daly Point Nature Reserve in Bathurst to make observations, gather data, learn about 

the history of the reserve, and interact with nature in a sustainable way.  The students will record any changes they notice to the area during their 2 visits which 
will be a month apart.  2 other proposed visits would be to Red Pine Solid Waste Management Site (Landfill) and Pokeshaw Provincial Park (Where erosion is 

evident).  I will also leverage other experts in my community by inviting representatives from Bathurst Sustainable Development, Chaleur Solid Waste Commission 
to share their expertise and hands on activities with the class.  I will also connect with a meteorologist into the class via a SKYPE session for a question and answer 
period.   After learning about the effects of human activity on our planet, students will then will create an awareness campaign to help others learn how to reduce 
their carbon footprint and to help mitigate climate change.  Students will have the option to write and perform a play, create a stop motion video, create a mock 
interview or a mock newscast.  Students will also have the opportunity to collaborate, problem solve, and create prototypes for breakwaters that will help reduce 
the amount of erosion on our coast line due to storm surges.  The overarching goal of this project is to empower students by allowing them to observe, research, 
and ask questions related to climate change and decide what information they believe is most important to share with the school community, thereby supporting 

the development of responsible global citizens.  They will identify actionable ways in which they, their families, and the community can reduce their carbon 
footprints.   

ASD-NTerry Fox Elementary
Reducing our carbon 

footprint
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Project Partner School District Project Description (from teacher application)
RHS Intergenerational 

Visitations with Riverview 
Seniors

Lakeview Manor Riverview High 
School ASD-E Have high school students visit seniors in our community who are live in licensed care homes. Visit more than once to build relationships. Have seniors who are 

able, visit our school.

Seed Bombs: 
Biodiversity Explosion EOS Eco Energy Claude D. Taylor 

School ASD-E

Claude D. Taylor is gifted with a very large field that is located below our playground and holds an outdoor classroom. As an environmentalist and activist for 
promoting biodiversity and finding ways to inspire youth to do the same, our school is gearing up for the spring in which we increase the biodiversity within our 

school yard by leaving the grass uncut and creating an outdoor garden that promotes a variety of wild flowers, grasses, insects and animals. Our students will be 
working on building and designing the outdoor area and creating Seed Bombs in which they will disperse through this area. 

Kennebecasis Watershed 
Restoration Committee

Sussex Communities in 
Bloom Committee

Sussex Co-Op

St. Stephen Curling Club St. Stephen Curling Club St. Stephen High 
School ASD-S Experience curling for 3 days at the St. Stephen Curling club. Provide students with skill instruction, rules, strategy, etiquette for a local activity that can be pursued 

over a lifetime.

STEM IBM George Street Middle 
School ASD-W

We are two female educators in educational technology located in Fredericton, NB with Anglophone School District West who want to inspire our young girls 
(grades 6-8) to get into technology and engage in STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math) related fields through the development of a Girls Who 

Code Video Games Club. Our hope is to break down systemic barriers girls face in STEM fields and to help them develop a passion for non-traditional educational 
and career fields. 

Stantec

UNBSJ

PALS/JDI

Canaport

No Frills

Saint John Energy

Sussex Regional High 
School 

Sonic Soil Challenge

The entire school for the month of April will be one giant book club - reading DRY and learning throughout the month about water security and sustainability. A 
student committee is planning an "action day" on water security where guest speakers will come and educate students on keeping drinking water safe as well as 

how to reduce waste and contamination.  Our makerspace group will be leading a workshop in the technology area to help students create solutions and 
alternatives to plastic usage.  The Action day is linked to the UNESCO day on March 22 - World Water Day.  Students will get their copy of the book, travel around 

the school to different activities and also begin challenges to reduce waste, plastic packaging and to promote re-purposing items.

ASD-S
St. Malachy's 

Memorial High School
STM Reads 2020 - DRY

Our intention is to build and utilize compost bins at our school and to sell compost bins to people in the community.  We will start with partnering our Culinary 
Technology classes and the Framing and Sheathing class to establish a design and test the product before we sell to community partners.  

ASD-S

Forest Hills School
Sustainable 

Development Aquaponic 
Greenhouse

Forest Hills is creating an entirely off-the-grid, 1000 square foot aquaponic greenhouse that will become a central component of Forest Hills School and our 
surrounding community. We currently have teachers experimenting with various growing techniques - attempting to determine the most effective means of using 

our greenhouse and aquaponics space. We will yield approximately one thousand pounds of fresh fish per year which will be shared with our students and donated 
to the East Saint John Food Bank.  

On the exterior of the greenhouse, we will have raised garden beds that will be used by our students, the East Saint John Food Bank and Newcomers to our city 
that are registered with the YMCA Newcomer Connections Program.  This project will connect students and staff with our broader community while displaying the 

importance and value of developing and adopting a sustainable way of living within the community of Forest Hills.  We would like to use the seven hundred and 
fifty dollars to purchase a large holding tank for the fish for our aquaculture aspect to the aquaponics. Our fish are currently being housed in a large tupperware 

container and would benefit enormously from being a proper container. 

ASD-S
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Project Partner School District Project Description (from teacher application)

Village of Cambridge-
Narrows

C-N Home & School
Association

Tell Your Story Shannex George Street Middle 
School ASD-W

Elderly People are able to tell their story
Make a connection with the elderly—students from middle school would visit a manor, in groups of two students for each elderly person. Students would prepare a 

list of question about the life and upbringing of the person they are interviewing, allowing the elderly person to share their knowledge and stories.
Teachers would meet with staff at the manor, ahead of time to describe what type of knowledge they are looking for. Seniors with rich life experiences, 

entrepreneurs, professionals, tradespeople, parents and grandparents, passionate individuals who enjoy sharing their life experiences, would be best suited for this 
project. 

Example Questions: Where they were brought up? What type of education did they have? How many children? Occupation? What did they do in their spare time? 
What skills did they have? What were important world events that they remember? What mistakes did they make? What rules did your family, school and society 

have for young people? What made them happy? What are they most proud of and why? What advice would they have for students? What were the most important 
things in their lives? If they had the chance, would they go back and do anything differently? (Students would come up with the questions before going to the 

manor) 
All the answers would be recorded, and the students would create an interactive painting about the person’s life. This would be done with a makey makey and a 
raspberry pi. (Makey Makey is an invention kit for everyone-- electronic invention tool that allows users to connect everyday objects to computer programs. The 

raspberry pi will be used as the computer so it can be attached to the back of the painting. When the buttons are pushed, the painting “talks” to the viewer, giving 
information about the person in their own words. The students would then reconnect with their elderly partner and share their creations. Student will showcase their 

work on the walls of the manor so that other residents can view the interactive paintings. 
Students will have the opportunity to gain personalized learning through the knowledge, passed on by the person they interview. Values of the past are essential 
for students to acknowledge, relive, and understand the importance of remembering the past. Students would get first hand understanding of the past by allowing 

the elderly to share their views on many essential topics.
We will select 30 students to participate in this project. 25% of the students will come from our First Nation community at George Street Middle School.

The Fredericton Playhouse

Theatre New Brunswick

In this project, the Gr. 11/12 Leadership Class will work on becoming more engaged with their community as well as more involved with other teens in the school.  
Cambridge-Narrows is a rural school and at the present time there are no teen groups, youth centers or activities outside of the school day to engage teens.  The 

first step of this project is that the Leadership class will be working with the Village of Cambridge-Narrows on a needs assessment survey.  This survey will be done 
with as many citizens as possible in the Cambridge-Narrows and surrounding areas.  They will be specifically trying to reach out to the senior population, as well as 

school aged population.  The leadership class will be attending community events over the next month to encourage and assist people in filling out the survey.  
They will also be taking the survey to every student in the school from Grade 3 to Grade 12.  Once the surveys are completed, the data will be gathered and the 

leadership class will focus on what the teen population feels is lacking in the community for activities.  'The teens will then commit to planning one night per 
month, based on the survey results.  This might be a movie night, trivia night, board games or video games night, hiking, sports activities, etc.  The point being to 

have the teens gather and have a spot to come and socialize and do some fun activities they enjoy.   The hope is that this will be an event that will sustain itself and 
carry on after the grant period, and on into the school year of 2020/2021.   Another component of the grant will be to have the leadership class have a biweekly 

interaction with seniors in the community.  Right now, the thinking is that the teens and seniors will meet twice per month at the municipal building and do 
activities with the seniors, such as puzzles, cards, board games, walks, yoga, etc.  (this will be further determined by the results of the community needs 

assessment)  We feel this to be an important aspect of the project as this community has an aging population and this will serve to be an important 
intergenerational activity that will benefit both the senior and the teens.  The goal of this, again is to have it sustain itself and carry on into next years school year.  

ASD-W
Cambridge-Narrows 
Community School

Teen Spirit Outreach 
Program

To take the C-NCS Theatre arts class to work with the cast and crew of Fredericton's Arts Community. Students will have a voice with the planning of the new 
Fredericton Playhouse. Theatres will offer a hands on exploration of what a theatre set, costume, makeup, and lighting designer do in the creative process. The 

students will have the opportunity to work with a playwright and composer to see this creative process. Finally they will also have the opportunity to see the 
business side of the Theater. What does a producer and front of house manager do? What does an artist contract look like? How do you book a show for your 

theatre? The Final experience would be to have the students working directly with the staff and artists back stage for a production night.

ASD-WCambridge-Narrows 
Community SchoolTheater Exploration
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Project Partner School District Project Description (from teacher application)

Theatre New Brunswick

The Playhouse

Unfiltered Magazine Newcastle Printing James M Hill High 
School ASD-N

After producing a very successful 1st edition, Our goal for our next issue of Unfiltered Magazine will be to inform the public about certain world issues, that are 
relevant to teens and early adults. Our first issue covered the topic “teen mental health” informing everyone who viewed the magazine about mental illnesses. 

Some of our pages covered anxiety and depression, along with coping mechanisms, music playlists that we created, and even some coloring pages to help people 
wind down.  

With such success from our first issue of ‘Unfiltered’, we would love to publish another issue of Unfiltered, with the funding from iHub. The funding will not only 
allows us to print the 2nd edition, but will allow us to publish an online version, which will allow us to have a wider presence. 

All proceeds from edition #1 we donated to the Miramichi Schizophrenia Society and all donations from the 2nd edition will go towards a similar cause. 

We are all Treaty People Elders of Elsipogtog Rexton Elementary ASD-N

An outdoor classroom constructed in the form of a Tipi. A place for all Educators and students to go for any class or activity, especially the lessons for Truth and 
Reconciliation. The sharing of The Seven Grandfather Teachings, Talking Circles and Orange Shirt Day Memorials. It can also be used as a component of our 

"Take me Outside" initiative. After the exploration is finished, groups can meet and discuss out of the elements and still experience the great outdoors, Our school 
has children from three different Reservations attending. We are all Treaty people and I believe the outdoor classroom will aid us in our pursuit of Truth and 

Reconciliation. Tipi packages can be bought on line from companies in Ont and BC. I have approached our high school shop teacher for a partnership in designing 
and creating the circular style seating and a work area. I have asked an elder from our Mi'kmaw community to be on hand for smudging and guidance. The wooden 

poles will be purchased from a local lumber mill.

Nutshell Woodworking in 
Bathurst NB

ThermalWood Canada in 
Bathurst, NB

Students will be given the materials, and the training to design and make refillable wooden pens in order to sell as part of an entrepreneurial project.  Students will 
learn safety procedures, how to use various tools in the shop as well as how to market their products. They will also gain experience in financial literacy as they 

complete market research, devise a budget and business plan, and take part in monetary transactions.
ASD-N

Superior Middle 
School

Writing into the future

Montgomery Street School has a very diverse population.  Our students come from all over the world and their interests, expectations, and experiences are as 
varied as can be found in schools in much bigger cities.  While they get along generally well, and a recent survey of our Grades 4 and 5 students indicate 90% of our 
students feel connected to our school, feelings of connectedness to the school has fluctuated over the years and the confidence, skills and perseverance necessary 

to form positive relations could be improved.
With this in mind, thirty Grades 3-5 students and two teachers from Montgomery Street School will spend six weeks (three 90 minutes sessions/week) 

collaborating with Sharisse Lebrun, Theatre New Brunswick’s education officer, to script, practice and perform a play on resilience and making connections for our 
whole school community.  The play will require research resilience, making connections, script writing and staging (a set; proper lighting and acoustics; and 

costumes) and performing a plays.  Ms. Lebrun and the teachers will use visits to TNB’s facility and the Playhouse and their expertise to facilitate; the students will 
work to a fixed deadline, making all decisions regarding their final product.  The students will design their play to make a positive difference for their peers’ 

emotional, social and mental well-being by demonstrating practices that are inclusive, help fellow students to understand themselves and others, and show them 
ways to use this knowledge to make positive connections with others.

ASD-W
Montgomery Street 

School
TNB + Students = 

Resilience + Connections
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Experiential Learning Opportunities 

Just as community integration is central to iHub’s programing, so is experiential learning. In fact, 
experiential learning is a necessary and key component to all iHub funded projects and teacher 
professional learning activities.  Below are some examples of project themes and highlights from the 
2019-2020 school year.  

General Grants 

Common project themes: 

• Makerspace related
• OSMO/Coding
• Film/documentary making
• Lego

Notable projects: 

• High school students partner with Theatre New Brunswick, interacting with members in all
departments, learning about how they manage their business, and supporting the production
backstage.  - Amber Bishop (Cambridge-Narrows Community School)

• With the guidance of a Mi’kmaw elder, elementary school students build an outdoor Tipi
classroom for various learning activities but specifically lessons on Truth and Reconciliation. -
Tracy Lynds (Rexton Elementary)

• In the spirit of inclusion, grade seven AEL students develop an interactive, multi-lingual map of
their school to help newcomers and those new to the building navigate their way. – John
Gardiner (George Street Middle School)

• Various individuals across Canada meet virtually with a grade three immersion class to converse
in French and discuss their job, geographical location etc. – Maggi Robichaud (King Street
Elementary School)

Early/Elderly 

Common project themes: 

• Music
• Reading
• Arts and crafts

Notable Project: 

• High school and middle school students team up to interview residents about their lives. With
the use of a makey makey and raspberry pi, students create an interactive painting depicting
what they learned about the resident and present it to them. – Clara Thomas (George Street
Middle School, partnered with Fredericton High School)
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Linkages and Partnerships: 

Common project themes: 

• Health and wellness businesses

Notable project: 

• Students work with an author to learn about the writing profession and produce a journal of
their writing. – Art Moore (Harrison Trimble High School)

SOMT 

Common project theme: 

• Design challenge project with reusable/repurposed items

Notable project: 

• Grade 9 students create soundscape music with ocean sounds. – Tara Dick (Harbour View High
School)

SDG Grants 

Common project themes: 

• Garden/greenhouse/aquaponics/compost design and build
• Make and sell eco-friendly products for sale
• Culinary projects (either for sale or to support community)
• Senior visits

Notable projects: 

• Elementary students research bees, their habitats, pesticides etc. then design and construct
(using wood and tools) a bee-friendly garden. – Beverly Morris (Tabusintac Community School)

• High school students research all aspects of student needs and struggles, develop a long-term
sustainable plan and reach out to community partners to create a school “Hygiene Closet.” –
Amy MacKinnon (Oromocto High School)

• High school students from a variety of different classes will collaborate to design, plan, and print
school athletic uniforms in house. – James Allison (Hartland Community School)

• Grade seven students house plants and animals in a paludarium (includes both land and aquatic
plants and animals), measuring and monitoring environmental factors with micro-bits and
sensors to research how ecosystems work. – Nathan Cameron (Forrest Hills School)

Value to Education – Testimonials

To better understand the impact iHub has had on Education since its inception, here is a collection of 
feedback from educators from the 2019-2020 school year.   
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Teacher Professional Learning Session Participant 

“I just wanted to send a quick note to thank you for providing myself and eight colleagues the 
opportunity to learn about Problem Based Learning. It was a phenomenal experience and we all agreed 
that it was incredibly informative, practical and we look forward to implementing our learning into the 
classroom. We really enjoyed and benefited from this experience and want to thank you for providing us 
with this learning opportunity.” 

General Grant Recipients 

“As always, Ihub has pushed me out of my bubble and allowed for this unique opportunity to further 
develop my teaching style. Innovative Education is our future but sometimes it is hard to incorporate 
into our teaching day. This opportunity has opened my eyes to see how rewarding and successful it can 
be.” 

“I will forever use and modify these logic games and technology that the iHub grant gave me access to. I 
am forever thankful and have a whole new outlook on how I will teach Math. Thank you so very much!” 

“One take away from this project was that students continued to be engaged and excited from the 
moment we started to the moment we finished. I was able to offer students multiple tools to complete 
their projects when they otherwise would not have the means to complete their ideas. They were free 
to use, explore and create their prototypes and designs because the tools were at their hands. It was an 
amazing experience to watch from start to finish.” 

“Thank you iHub for being a key part in this engaging and exciting learning opportunity!” 

“… thank you for believing in me and this project. My students’ and future students’ learning will be 
greatly impacted for the better.” 

“The iHub grants have been integral in supporting innovation in my classroom, school, and throughout 
our district. IHub grants have allowed staff to think outside the box and pursue educational 
opportunities for students and staff that otherwise may not be possible.” 

“The process of having the funds and PL that go with these grants are fabulous. The program is laid out 
very educationally friendly so that teachers strategically can plan and create action items that are 
geared to the layout of the grant process (i.e. the follow up questions guide the process). We greatly 
appreciated the opportunity to engage the students in a unique way of learning.” 

“I saw a positive impact on student engagement because of this project.” 

“One of the most difficult areas of education is support for creative thinkers. The world is changing at a 
rapid rate and technology is advancing beyond what schools can support. We found that partnerships 
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with iHub and other grant agencies are vital in providing our students with the experience and practical 
tools needed for creative, self-directed, engaged learning.” 

“I would love to keep moving forward with these projects and be more open to taking risks in my K-1 
classroom. They are never too young! I have a really strong feeling that by incorporating more of these 
projects in my classroom I will not only see it benefitting my high flyers, but also allow my struggling 
learners to reach their potential by exposing them to multiple ways of learning.” 

“Everyone is different. What I needed from this grant may not help the next person. We are all in 
different stages in our careers. Keeping an open mind when reading through the grants is very 
important. I appreciate the opportunity this grant has given me. I look forward to applying for another in 
the future.” 

“Thank you so much for the grant it has really opened my eyes to different ways of reaching the 
emotional needs of students.” 

“The ownership over this entire project was absolutely incredible, and there is no question that I would 
do it all over again. Being able to take on such a project without worry about funding (which is a HUGE 
barrier in our profession) allowed the freedom to ‘think outside the box.’” 

“Authentic education at its best! A heartfelt ‘THANK YOU’ to everyone who has made these grants 
available! It helps us bring our youth to a new level, and I truly hope the funding continues to be 
available! These experiences, and memories will last a life-time! Please let me know if you need more 
detail – I could talk for hours about our experience…” 

“Teaching and learning does not need to be confined to the classroom. I realize this if obvious to YOU, 
but for teachers the four walls of the classroom can be perceived as the safest place from which to 
teach. Innovative Education calls on teachers to step out of their comfort zone and embrace the myriad 
of opportunities waiting for them beyond that traditional definition of a classroom. Thank you for this 
amazing learning opportunity.” 

“PBL and personalized learning opportunities like this one help to develop grit with our students as well 
as leadership skills. By allowing our students choice and voice with their learning, there is far greater 
buy-in and engagement from them.” 

SDG Grant Recipients 

“I take off my hat to iHub for supporting our students for a second year and allowing us to create a 
dynamic program with real world outcomes. You helped make a project that students are fiercely proud 
of. Our entire community benefits from this type of learning. As Shakespeare said, "Thank you, thank 
you, and thank you."” 
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“Students, teachers and parents alike enjoyed the project and what it has brought to everyone. Thank 
you for the opportunity.” 

“I really enjoyed this project and the participation that I received from the students. The best part was 
seeing them involved, empowered and in charge of new materials for the classroom, not only for them 
to use but for other students for years to come.” 

Early/Elderly Grant Recipients 

“Support is necessary from such grants because if we are going to get students out into the community 
on a regular basis in hopes of helping them embrace global competencies, that will require money for 
busing, supply teachers, and supplies. Thank you for your work on these important grants Michelle!” 

“We have a project for next year, and kids can learn a great deal from our seniors.  They have life 
stories, and experiences that the children can learn from.  Learning does not always come from a book, 
and these seniors are a book full of rich life experiences that students can learn from. We are so 
thankful for this experience and look forward to doing it again!” 

“This project provided students with first-hand experience, in the use of Global Competencies… This 
project was a wonderful opportunity to engage our students in new ways. This opportunity allowed us 
to reflect on integrating Global Competencies in our curriculum. We were able to see how best how 
these skills could be seen, assessed and incorporated into our classrooms.” 

“I feel the project has affected student engagement significantly…I think this was/is a wonderful project 
and we appreciate the opportunity to receive this grant, we will put it to good use. I think it is important 
to support projects like these as the best way to learn anything is to be in the environment, experiencing 
it for yourself.” 

Linkages and Partnerships Grant Recipient 

“I feel these visits are essential for the future. The days of having students do all their learning in a 
classroom is coming to an end. If students experience places like [the one we visited] they have a chance 
to see how diversified they are in the global economy. This really allowed the students to see the 
availability of jobs within [the organization we visited].” 

“The whole idea of this project is to build students self- efficacy by providing additional learning 
opportunities centered on the principals of Universal Design for Learning and the six GC’s. In return, 
providing multiple learning opportunities where students can see themselves as learners and believe 
that they can make a difference in the lives of others.” 

“We thank… iHub for their interest in helping students meet community partners and focus on real 
world learning… “ 
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“The best part of this partnership was that students had the opportunity to speak with someone who 
actually employs people, which directly affects are employment rates and contributes to our economy. 
They heard firsthand from them what it is an employer looks for in an employee. The global 
competencies were mentioned more than once.” 

“Not only did my students learn these life skills/GCs by learning from the team at [the organization we 
visited] and how they use them on a daily basis, but they also had the opportunity to use these skills in 
a practical manner whether it was collaborating or communication and coming with innovative ideas 
with fellow students and [the organization’s] employees. They were also aware and critical of the new 
skills they were developing.” 

Linkages and Partnerships: Partnered Businesses 

“I am very grateful to iHub, [the school, the teacher,] and especially his students for this mutually 
rewarding opportunity. I think this is an excellent platform to demonstrate the long- lasting benefit of 
the GCs in education.” 

“I believe there is a great need to expose the younger generations to as many [business, 
industry, and community members] as possible… The students were engaged and fully 
participated. I appreciate being able to participate in this initiative and see value in having 
it in the future.” 

“Overall wonderful program! From everyone at Iron House Production we applauded and support 
fully the work you are doing.” 

Best-Practice Grant Recipients 

“Overall, having this valuable experience has provided me with the knowledge of how to work with my 
own community to purchase a Lu and maximize its potential past simply advancing physical education 
classes. Thank you!” 

“Overall, this was a fabulous and eye-opening experience for me.” 

“Many of my questions were answered and I believe this approach will further improve my teaching 
practice as I strive to find new and better ways to increase critical thinking and global competencies in 
my students.” 

“Until a few years ago, the idea of purposeful play was a new concept to me, and I wasn’t sure where to 
begin. I recently had the opportunity to visit a fellow teacher’s classroom and watch purposeful play in 
action. This teacher has been doing purposeful play in her classroom for many years and it was very 
evident from the moment I walked into her classroom…It was amazing to see play in action, the way it 
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should be. This got me excited to make purposeful play a priority in my classroom…I am happy to have 
had this opportunity to visit another classroom and speak to another teacher.” 

“I should end by saying how appreciative I am of iHub for providing the funding for this 
opportunity…Thank you Ross and Michelle for continuing to fund projects such as mine with iHub – you 
have been a wonderful source of inspiration and confidence.” 

“This was a very worthwhile experience and I am grateful that I had the opportunity to visit [this 
school].” 

“So thanks to this visit made possible through my iHub Learning Inc., I am recharged in my quest to 
implement personalized learning in my classroom at [my school]. Whether we call it “personalized”, 
“flipped”, “blended”, or “project-based learning”, one thing is for sure, it is the new way of doing 
education in our global society. Thank you to iHub for providing me the means to see the great things 
happening at [another innovative school] and thanks to the teachers mentioned above for so graciously 
allowing me see them in action and pick their brains on how to “do” personalized learning.” 

“Many thanks to iHub for providing us with the funds and ability to see how amazing Powerplay can 
truly be. ... It was an amazing experience and we will be doing our best to translate this into a practical 
application for our students.” 

“The experience was very positive and has made a huge impact on how change can happen in our 
school.” 

“My experience observing a personalized learning environment at [the host school] was wonderful! We 
were greeted by the most amazing student tour guides who were knowledgeable and honest about 
their experiences as students learning within this pilot project. The teachers were willing to share their 
resources and I have brought back many useful tools and ideas to my classroom. As a team, the three of 
us have since brainstormed how this will assist us in mapping out our collaborative inquiry into creating 
more student success in our math skills assessments.” 

“It was a valuable experience and we found many innovative techniques and practices in place… The 
strategies in place provide for differentiation and enrichment without destroying the social acceptance 
and peer relationships. As a school we hope to incorporate many of the elements we viewed in [this 
school] and we are thankful for their willingness to allow us to view their model.” 

“I am very thankful for the opportunity iHub has given me through their collaboration grant to visit 
these innovative teachers and to collaborate with them and engage with their classes. I had a vision 
before my visit as to how I wanted to see students use our Makerspace and it has only expanded since 
after my visit.” 
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“Observing others, I believe really helps inspire creativity and innovation within ourselves to bring back 
to our own classrooms. I picked up many useful tools from observing [the hosting teacher] that I can 
now incorporate and hopefully after some practice using them, share with others!” 

“This grant provided me with the opportunity to reflect on the important impact personal interest has 
on student learning…After my visit, I was able to return and share this valuable experience with our Core 
Leadership Team and we were able to have a rich discussion around the ways in which we can use this 
as a means to develop skills and enrich our students’ learning experiences.” 

“I truly enjoyed participating and learning about the innovative learning in the NB school system.” 

“The amount of knowledge that we were exposed to from our visit is definitely going to be beneficial to 
your students as lifelong learners.” 

“A truly inspiring learning experience to see their new timetable and how it could work with my school.” 

Student quotes shared by teachers* 
*While iHub did not collect qualitative data from students who participated in the 2019-2020 grants, a
few teachers provided student quotes in their feedback

“This is the best day ever!” 

“Miss, this is even better than a real arcade.” 

“I love all the games, I am going to make one at home.”  

“I was having a very bad day today and now I feel happier than I have in months.” 

“I just feel happy now.” 

“I spoke with [the activity director for the home] and she told me I can come and volunteer after school 
whenever I want. I think I’m going to do that.” 

“Why can’t this be a regular part of the course?” 

Final Words 

Through the continual process of active research and the dedication to supporting grass-roots projects 
and professional growth, iHub has held a unique and paradoxical space within, yet external to, the 
education system of New Brunswick.  
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With the valued support of the EECD, PETL, and ACOA, iHub has been able to provide funding and 
professional support to educators across the province to offer students the high quality and culturally 
relevant education they deserve to prepare them for a happy, successful future.  

The personalized support iHub offers to teachers is at the core of its activities and strength. This 
combined with the agility to make impactful and relevant changes, positions iHub to be a source of 
assistance and a channel for larger, less-flexible organizations.  

With continued support, iHub will remain active and dedicated to its role of supporting this province’s 
amazing teachers in building linkages and partnerships within their communities, providing personalized 
learning opportunities to their students, and exploring the expansive potential of experiential learning. 
Through this work, knowledge and understanding of 21st Century education best-practices can be shared 
and grown! 

More Information 

For more stories about iHub projects, check out the NB InnovatEd Journal (also available in print upon 
request): NB InnovateEd 

iHub has updated its website and continues to host content during the COVID-19 crisis including Blog 
posts and the “Home Knowledge Skills Project” for remote learning. Don’t forget to sign up for the 
educator newsletter for updates on grants and other opportunities: https://www.ihublearningnb.ca/ 

For original video content related to iHub programs and remote education visit the iHub YouTube 
channel: YouTube 

iHub is social! Follow iHub on Facebook and Twitter for lots of relevant content: Facebook, Twitter 
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